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Namq of the ActivitY :
I

Organized by :
lVenue :

Date & Duration !

Participants :

File Accession Dossier :

AIIMS Expo 2017

All India Institute of Medical Science

JLN, Auditorium, AIIMS

Thursday, 27 April,ZALT 72 noon - 3 Pm

Students IX-XI

Educational Visit

OBJECTIVES:

To enable the participants to gather real life experience of human body systems with respect to their

anatomy and physiology with the help of cadaver specimens.

To provide a platform to the students to understand various medical terminologies using the

conventional infrastructures.

To provide a platform to the students to have real life demonstration of

Electrocardiograph, Blood group determination, Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation,,
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To provide an opportunity to the students to learn about poisonous plants and animals.

DESCRIPTION:

Curiosity is the appetite for knowledge. The great reason why students abandon themselves wholly to

impractical pursuits and trifle away their time insipidly is because they find curiosity balked and their

inquiries neglected. In order to satiate the curious minds and quench the thirst for knowledge the visit was

planned for students with great interest in biology. Students gathered first hand knowledge about the

hurnan body anatomy and physiology by observing the cadaver organs such as brain, spinal cord, gut,

', ,res, heart, placenta, umbilical cord, lungs and kidneys. Crucial to science education is hands on

\=! involven-rent: practical observation and not just theoretically speaking about the real experiments' Theinvolvenrent: practical ObservatiOn and nOt JUSt tneOretlCally SpeaKlng auouL LIre Iedr c^pel

,redical students of AIIMs demonstrated the various life saving techniques such as BLS, ACLS, and CPR.

The stuclents were given demonstration on Electro Cardiograph, Blood group determination and Ltlng

volumes. Forensic science medical fraternity explained the students about various types of poisonous

species of snakes and their toxins. The students were in awe when they contemplated the mysteries of

eternity, of life, of marvelous structure of reality: human body. It was a great learning session that

conr;.,ietely left the teachers and student participants mesmerized and convinced that human body is the

perfect machine with high efficiency. 
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techniques such as

Advanced Cardiac Life
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